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Book 3 in the Fluorescence series. Get your heart pounding with a sexy, thrilling installment that

fuels your adrenaline rush until the final page turns. Kareena is struggling to find her place within the

group, but will a charming new stranger separate the Fluorescent Ones for good? Decisions must

be made and FAST, before the human race becomes threatened by a new evolution of the

infection. Each full-length novel in the series is narrated by a different character, driving the story

forward in a new and exciting way. It evolves from a quiet beginning into a gritty, unabashed look at

real-life limitations encountered while harboring a deadly secret.Novels in the complete

Fluorescence series: Book 1: Fire Starter Book 2: Contagious Book 3: Fallout Book 4: Lost Souls
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What. A. Book.I've been reading this series from the beginning and have admired the unique

concept and appreciated the style, which I find to be very easy to read, the entire time, but whoa.

This book is, in my opinion, the best so far. One of my only problems with the other books in the

series was that I could not easily relate to the narrators, mostly due to age. They were well-written

and realistic for what age they were, but I'm a little bit older than them and just had a hard time



really getting into their minds. I always liked Kareena as a character (her character type usually

appeals to me), and she's closer to my age, so her narration had a maturity to it that was a lot easier

for me to relate to.A lot of important stuff is revealed in this book and the plot really thickens, so to

speak. Not only that, but we get some development on Kareena, as well as David, that helped

further set them up as a part of this series. All in all, it was nice to get a different set of eyes, and I'm

sure the next installment in this series will not disappoint.

It was interesting enough to read the whole series.

Just OK. I read a lot so I have high expectations for any book, it has to be better than a lot of other

books, so that's why it only gets a three.

I honestly have to say, hands down, that this has been my favorite book of the series so far. I also

have to admit that this surprises me considering how much I dislike the point of view character for

this book when she first showed up all the way back in book 1. She's grown on me, though, and it

helped even more to get to hear her thoughts and feelings in this portion of the story.And oh boy,

the story. Things get even more difficult than ever for the Fluorescent Ones in this book. And in

more ways than one. I honestly don't want to give anything away for this one because there was so

much happening and it was all pretty amazing.Really... I just can't think of anything to say because

you just need to read (or listen to) this one for yourself and enjoy the ride. I can hardly imagine

where it will continue from here and I seriously look forward to finding out in the fourth book!Also, as

usual, a brilliant reading by the author. I continue to be impressed by the amount of life and

individuality she gives to the characters.

I purchased this book directly from the author at a convention.This is, by far, my favorite book in the

series thus far (I still need to read Lost Souls). I really admire P. Anastasia's ability to write from

such a wide variety of perspectives. In Fallout, we get to learn about Kareena's motivations. Some

major plot twists are revealed which put a lot of things from Fire Starter and Contagious into a whole

new light. We also get to learn a lot more about David in Fallout - a character who is mostly left a

mystery until now.I read this book in one sitting. It was too good to put down!

I enjoyed this book a lot more than the first two. Kareena is my favorite character, and I like her

voice. I also loved that we got to see some action and using the fluorescence in a heavier, darker



way with a certain bad guy introduced in this book. I really liked that dynamic and how that played

out.Even though I liked a lot of things in this book, I was still left unsure of the whole fluorescence

situation. I still feel as if the dangers of spreading it has not been explained.That being said, I'm

anxious to see how the conclusion will play out in the last book.

My favorite of the series so far. Can't wait to listen to the next one. Listening to this audiobook

seemed to fly by. It seemed like I had barely started listening and it was over because I was

listening every second I could.

A good adventure! Easy read with lots of twists n turns. Looking forward to the next one.
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